
PLAN SMARTER

Leverage AI-based planning to review a 
plan or build one from scratch.

PROJECT PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

REALISTIC PLANS 

WITH INEIGHT

GET INSIGHTS

See suggestions on durations, costs and 
common risks for your project. 

InEight® Basis is an AI-based planning assistant. Through a combination of always-
on, context-aware suggestions and team member markup, InEight Basis enables 
organizations to establish more realistic and achievable project plans quickly. 

BE COLLABORATIVE

Capture expert opinions and build 
consensus. 

DRIVE SUCCESS

Integrate plan information into 
scheduling and risk management tools. 



Artificial Intelligence: InEight Basis utilizes a unique inference engine and machine learning to 
continually poll the historical project information in the Knowledge Library, presenting benchmarks 
and suggestions to the planner. 

Human Intelligence: InEight Basis provides simple and effective means of gathering team member 
feedback and buy-in. Flatten team member contribution into a consensus-based plan. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE + HUMAN INTELLIGENCE 
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InEight builds project management software that enables you to overcome your greatest 
challenges on capital projects. Our solutions span the entire project life cycle from 
design to estimate and from field execution to turnover and asset management. They 
provide the real-time information and insights you need to minimize risks, improve 
operational efficiency, control project costs, make educated decisions and collaborate 
easily with all project stakeholders.

AI-assisted planning not only accelerates the planning process, but also improves the quality and 

realism of your plan. Build new plans or evaluate existing ones by drawing from historical knowledge 

in the Knowledge Library. InEight Basis continually provides suggestions based upon project context, 

scope and phase of the project you are planning. Every duration, cost and even risk event can be 

derived from your Knowledge Library and calibrated to match unique project characteristics. Increase 

project confidence knowing that your plan is supported and calibrated by your history, standards and 

experiences.

PLAN SMARTER, NOT HARDER

Capture feedback on your plan from experts in the field through a simple markup process. Leverage 

the scorecard to rapidly solicit opinion and buy in from your expert team, including identification of 

risks, issues, etc. Get complete visibility and traceability into who contributed and what ultimately 

made it into the plan. Feedback from team members is stored in their own unique plan redline, 

allowing the lead planner to selectively incorporate the right feedback into the plan.

CAPTURE YOUR TEAM’S EXPERT OPINION

Analyze team feedback and incorporate team member expertise (or not) while visualizing the level of 

consensus and impact on your plan in real time. Measure the achievability of your plan with InEight 

Basis Insights, including Plan Realism, Plan Buy-in, Plan Continuity and Plan Detail.

YOU ARE IN CONTROL

REALISTIC PLANS ®

BASIS

InEight

Integrate with standard scheduling and risk management tools. Plans can be imported from and 

exported to Oracle Primavera P6 or Microsoft Project. Risk and uncertainty captured in the markup 

process can be captured and exported for consumption by risk analysis tools, such as Oracle 

Primavera Risk Analysis and Deltek Acumen.

START YOUR PROJECT WITH A REALISTIC PLAN


